
Non-Catalog Item Requisition Training Guide 
“DOCUMENT TRACKING GUIDE” 

(Revised, Nov. 2021)  
 

****THE STEPS IN THIS GUIDE CAN BE USED TO TRACK ANY DOCUMENT IN PANTHER BUY**** 
 
 

[REQUISITIONS, PURCHASE ORDERS, RECEIPTS, INVOICES, PROCUREMENT REQUESTS] 
 

  



 
 

When tracking a document in Panther Buy, you will start at the 
[SHOPPING DASHBOARD], go to the APP TRAY, and look for the 
[ ] icon 



 

Hover over the [ ] icon, then hover over [MY ORDERS].  From there you will be able to search for all of your 
REQUISITIONS, PURCHASE ORDERS, INVOICES, RECEIPTS, and PROCUREMENT (NEW 
VENDOR) REQUESTS 

Hover over [My Orders] 

Choose one from the list 



 
 

You can use [QUICK FILTERS], located here, to search by 
VENDOR, REQUISITION STATUS, APPROVER, ETC. 

In order to search by any of the [QUICK FILTERS], simply 
click on the filter.  For example, if you are looking for 
requisitions submitted for “VWR”purchases, you would click 
“VWR” in the [QUICK FILTERS] column. 



 

From here you can add a [DATE FILTER], 
which will allow you to search between a 
specific date range. 



 

 
 

Here is an example of some of the options 
available when using the [DATE FILTER] 



 
 

When you find the requisition that you are 
looking for, simply click the [REQUISITION 
NUMBER].  This will take you to the 
requisition [SUMMARY] page. 



 
 

Now that you have reached the requisition [SUMMARY] page, you can (a) REVIEW THE 
WORKFLOW or (b) REVIEW THE HISTORY.  It is advised that you start by reviewing the 
workflow then move to the history.   

SPECIAL NOTES: 

• Purchasing has a 48 hour review/processing/approval time. Once it is reviewed, processed, and 
approved a requisition moves forward and Purchasing has limited access to make changes or 
modifications. 

• Each department has their own process for approval, so it is important that you contact that 
department for details on their process [SEE TRAINING GUIDE FOR ‘COMMENTS’].   

The requisition’s WORKFLOW will tell you where [WHAT AREA] 
your requisition is in and who are the approvers for that area. 

The [HISTORY] tab will provide details related to any changes made 
to the document and provides a time stamp for when the changes 
were made.  From this tab, you can determine how long a requisition 
was [IN PROCESS] for any area 

START HERE 


